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AOT teaches the essentials of remote network exploitation by

demonstrating the offensive methodology in a coherent framework.

You’ll learn how to analyze remote networks, what the domain controller

does, how to find credentials, as well as how to expand access across

a network, and much more!

This course is for people who love network and computer security,

programmers, and people who are responsible for protecting their

organizations’ networks from threats. This course gives you an in-depth

look at the essentials of remote network exploitation, from scanning and

enumeration of a network space to performing client-side attacks,

which are quickly becoming the most reliable vector into target

networks.

Introduction to the Offensive

Methodology, Information

Gathering using open source tools

Network scanning using nmap

and Immunity CANVAS scans. You

will also use BeEF , to scan and

enumerate remote web browsers.

Learn how to send exploits using

Immunity CANVAS , advanced

tunneling using SSH, CANVAS

bouncing, and netcat tunnels. You

will also perform manual Cross

Site Scripting and SQL Injection.

You will then compile and deploy

actual malware to set up a small

botnet using client side exploits.

In this phase, you will learn in

depth about the Windows

Registry, Offensive Digital

Forensics, How to find files of

interest, Windows Active Directory

queries, How to crack passwords,

and Linux backdoors using a

covert Dropbear SSH Server.

In this class you will use real exploits against simulated

targets. For example, you will perform spear-phishing attacks

against email addresses found in your scenario, and your

remote target computers will check their email and open your

exploit attachments and links sent.

All exploits are performed in a realistic network with routing,

public IP addresses and domain names. But don't worry! Our

network is safely sandboxed to prevent any accidents. Parrot

Labs provides a secure environment where you can learn

and practice new skills without worrying about inadvertently
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In this phase, you will learn about

stealing credentials to gain access

to routers, how to crack Cisco

passwords, Routing and Network

Infrastructure, and Antivirus

Evasion techniques

The capstone is a full day that

uses all of the skills learned in the

previous two weeks. Students are

given a target domain name, and

they will be able to scan the DMZ

for servers, mine for email

addresses, use server-side and

client-side exploits, all to gain

access to a remote network. Once

inside, you will find a large

network and practice tunneling

and pivoting to get to the data.

crashing the Internet. SUSTAINING ACCESS

CAPSTONE
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OMA is a course that teaches the essentials of remote network

exploitation by demonstrating the offensive methodologies in a

coherent framework. You'll learn how to analyze remote networks, what

the domain controller does, how to find credentials, as well as how to

expand access across a network, and much more!.

This course is for people who love network and

computer security, programmers, and people

who are responsible for protecting their

organizations' networks from threats. This

course gives you an in-depth look at the

essentials of remote network exploitation, from

scanning and enumeration of a network space,

down to performing client-side attacks, which are quickly becoming the

most reliable vector into target networks.

Introduction to the Offensive

Methodology and Information

Gathering using open source

tools.

Learn to scan networks and

servers using nmap, Analyze

network packets (at a low level),

and use simple python scripts to

scan and enumerate remote web

browsers.

Learn to send exploits using the

Metasploit Framework (MSF),

advanced tunneling using custom

tunneling executables, Metasploit

pivoting, and SOCKS proxy

tunnels. Also perform manual

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) and

SQL Injection.

Compile and deploy actual

Use real client
side-exploits against web

browsers

Deploy and control a
botnet

Learn how to tunnel and
pivot deep into a network

In this class you will use real exploits against simulated

targets. For example, you will perform spear-phishing attacks

against email addresses found in your scenario. Our remote
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malware to set up a small botnet

using client-side exploits.

In this phase, you will learn

in-depth about the Windows

Registry, Offensive Digital

Forensics, and Windows Active

Directory queries. Learn to find

files of interest, how to crack

passwords, and use the

pass-the-hash technique to

maneuver around a remote

Windows network.

Learn how to steal credentials to

gain access to routers, and to

crack Cisco passwords. Also

review routing and network

infrastructures, and antivirus

evasion techniques.

The capstone is a full day that

uses all of the skills learned in the

previous two weeks. Students are

given a target domain name, and

they will be able to scan the DMZ

for servers, mine for email

addresses, use server-side and

client-side exploits, all to gain

access to a remote network. Once

inside, you will find a large

network and practice tunneling

and pivoting to get to the data.

target computers will check their email and open your exploit

attachments and links sent.

All exploits are performed in a realistic network with routing,

public IP addresses and domain names. But don't worry! Our

network is safely sandboxed to prevent any accidents. Parrot

Labs provides a secure environment where you can learn

and practice new skills without worrying about inadvertently

crashing the Internet.
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